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As regards the problem of reality, the essential logic of
Nietzsche's procedure, so far as it reached any finality—
and it really fell short of this, so early was his breakdown
(he was forty-five)—appears to have been something like
the following; at least his varying and superficially dis-
cordant views may be conveniently summarised and ar-
ranged in this fashion:—

(1) The world (the world as we commonly understand
it) is not real—the world of " science " as little as that of
common sense.

(2) We make the world real, i.e. posit it as such, have to
for life, and none the less delude ourselves.

(3) Is there any reality ?
(4) Reality conceived as power and will to power.

The first proposition, the world is not real, appears in an in-
teresting anticipatory form in an early fragment, " On Truth
and Falsehood m the Extra-moral Sense ". The full-fledged
view comes to expression repeatedly later. The world of
colours, sounds, resistances, etc., exists only in our mind or feel-
ing.1 Abstract the sensibilities of sentient beings, and it would
disappear. We have no reason to suppose that our images
of tree, stone, water, etc., faithfully reflect things outside us.

1 Cf. Will to Power, gg 616, 646.
29
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442 WILLIAM MACKIfTTIBE 8ALTEB :

They are our creation, in response to stimuli that come to
us: to one stimulus we respond with colour, to another with
sound, and so on. We may think that we can account for
the stimulus by saying that it comes from an object, but all
the objects we have any acquaintance with are resolvable
themselves into sensations and groups of sensations like the
preliminary ones we set out to explain. If we say, for ex-
ample, that green comee from a tree, we soon become aware
that the tree itself (so far as it is separable from its green-
ness), is but a cluster of other, perhaps more elementary,
sensations of the same general kind, such as hardness, re-
sistance, pressure or weight If we abstract from all the
sensations, no tree is left. As Nietzsche puts it, the known
outer world is bom after the effect, of which it is supposed
to be the cause.1 Our bodies themselves are, as we know
them, groups of sensations like everything else—what they
really are in their intimate nature we have not the slightest
idea.8

Nor if we consider the more refined world of science, do
we leave the subjective sphere. The woi of atoms and
their movements, which physicists conceive of as a true
world in contrast with the ordinary world of sense-percep-
tion, is not essentially different from the ordinary world ;
its molecules or atoms are only what we should see or
handle had we finer senses,—they and their movements
are entirely of a sensational nature.* Moreover, the sup-
position that there art ultimate, indivisible, unalterable
units like molecules or atoms is pure invention—it is con-
venient to have them as a basis for reckoning, and, not
actually discovering them, we create them 4 (I may remark
by the way that Nietzsche thinks that the Dalmatian Bos-
cdvitch put an end to materialistic atomism, as the Pole
Copernicus had done to the notion of a fixed earth'). It
is the same with " force " or " forces," in the purely me-
chanical sense We know only effects—no one has ever
got hold of a force, as mechanical philosophy pictures it.

> Will to Power, § 479.
1 Cf. the early remark : "The sensation is not the result of the cell,

but the cell is the result of the sensation, i.e. an artistic projection, an
image " (Werhe, vol. ix., p. 194).

* Will to Power, 8 636.
4 Ibid., § 624. Nietzsche holds that there is nothing unchangeable in

the world of chemistry—e.g., it is quite superficial to say that diamond,
graphite, and coal are the same because their elements are the same and
because there is no loss in the weights of each in the process of trans-
formation {ibid., § 623).

* Beyond Good and Evil, § 12.
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NIETZSCHE ON THE PROBLEM OF BEALITT. 443

Indeed this "force" is a piece of abstraction and a more
or less arbitrary creation ; we ourselves have a certain feel-
ing of force (of tension, of overcoming opposition) in mus-
cular exertion, and the physicist proceeds to take this force
apart from the consciousness and feeling that it is and all
its human accompaniments and to put it into the external
world—really there it is an empty word.1 Similarly fictitious
are the purely mechanical push and pull, attraction and re-
pulsion, imagined to exist between the atoms. Without an
aim an attraction or repulsion is an unintelligible thing.
The will toward something and to get it into our power, or
to protect ourselves against it and repel it, is something we
can understand ; but the physicist's " attraction " and " re-
pulsion " are words simply.' So as to necessity in the
world : we put it there—we add it to the facts, for, because
something acts definitely and always so acts, it does not
follow that it is forced to.' Equally mythological are the
laws which things are supposed to obey.* Sometimes
scientific men give up attempts at explaining things, and
content themselves with description—reducing phenomena
perhaps to mathematical terms, and causality to relations
of equivalence between them; but this mathematicising of
things brings us no nearer objective reality, perhaps takes
us further away from it—the abstract quantities and their
relations being still essentially sensible things, though evis-
cerated and ghost-like forms of them.'

Although Nietzsche does not question the reality of the
psychological world itself, he finds that fictitious elements
are more or less introduced here. A subject, for example,
in the sense of something added to the feelings and thoughts
themselves, is fictitious. He criticises " I think," suggesting
that " it thinks " would be a more proper expression, but
adding that the " it," too, must in the end go: there is no
" I " or " i t " separate from the thinking—no constant un-
changing reality of that sort." A " substance " of mind goes

i WiU to Power, 88. 619-621, 651.
» Cf. ibid., 88 622, 627. »Ibid., § 662.
• Ibid., §8. 629, 630. Cf. Mixed Opinions and Sayingi, § 9 ; Wtrke,

yol. iii., p. 30, 8 56.
• Cf. Joyful Scitna, 8 373; Wtrkt (Pock, ed.), TOL viii., p. i ; WiU

to Power, §!j 551, 618. I need scarcely add that explaining and compre-
hending things is not a problem that Nietzsche thinks can be put to one
side ; cf. the implications in Ibid., §8, 624-628.

• Cf. Beyond 0oo<l and Evil, §8, 16, 17, 64; WiU to Power, §g 481, 488 ;
ll'crkt, zi., 185 ; § 76. Partly also there is a doubling process, as when
we say " the lightning lightens " (Werkt, xiv., 329, 8, 164).
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444 WILLIAM MACKINTIRE 8ALTEB :

in the same way; l indeed the body comes nearer to being &•
substantial reality than the mind, though to neither is " sub-
stance " really applicable.1

In the same way " things," as any wise distinct from their
attributes or activities, are not real; object taken as a " thing "
is no more real than subject, matter no more real than mind.*
A " thing" is only a certain sum of activities bound together
by a concept or image. " Things," " objects," " subjects,"
"substance," "ego," "matter" are the metaphysics of the
people, by which they seek to transcend the shifting realm
of change, alone directly known to us; they want something
permanent and this is the way they get i t : but the entities
are fictitious, imaginary.

Hence, in general, the world we commonly picture is a
false one, not real: we fancy that it exists quite independ-
ently of us, that we simply find it—and we are mistaken.
We may correct our images in this way and that, may make
one interpretation of the world succeed another, but we do
not get beyond images and interpretations : the data in the
case are a meagre quantity, and even they are not reality
itself (in the independent sense), but the way or ways in
which reality affects us.4

1 Will to PoxotTjJ 662 ; ef. Beyond Good and Evil, § 12. Even to the
theologian, Prof. H. Weinel, the soul is no longer a thing, no "simple
and hence imperishable subatanoe," such as science before Kant strove
to demonstrate (Ibten, Bjdrnson, Nielxscht, p. 6). NieUsche finds as
little "one soul aa "tiro souls" in our breast, rather "many mortal
souls" (Werke, xiv., 37, § 76).

1 Cf. Thtu Spake Zarathuttra, I., iv. Nietzsche finds two elements
in the notion "substance," on the one band, the idea of something
permanent (see, e.g., Werke, zii., 33, S 62), on the other that of a sub-
ject {Ibid., xv., 1st ed., 281), so that if "subject" disappears as without-
scientific warrant, substance must also.

' Will to Povxr, §§ 661-662.
* Ibid., 68 12 (A), 622, 642, 602, 604, 616. As to the falsity of the

outer world, Nietzsche sometimes uses strong language but it is alto-
gether exact from his point of view; he calls it the product of fantasy,
a world of phantoms, poetry, the primitive poetry of mankind (Werke,
xii., 36, § 69 ; 170, § 361 ; Dawn of Day, § 118). Indeed, the erroneous-
neos of the world we imagine we are living in, is the surest thing wo
know (Beyond Good and Evil, § 34). Prof. A. Riehl asks how is it pos-
sible to speak of falsity and error if one does nut know the truth (Fried-
rich Nietache, dtr KUntUer und der Denker, 4th ed., p. 130) ; but
Nietzsche says that the destruction of an illusion does not necessarily
disclose the truth, and may only make the field of our oonscious jgnor-
anoe wider (Werke, xiii., 138, § 318). I may give an instance. There
have been mythological explanations of gravitation and eleotrioity. Does
our conviction that they are mythological mean that we now havo the-
truth as to the origin of these phenomena, and really understand them,
or does it simply mean that the mythological explanations are seen to be-
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NIETZSCHE ON THE PBOBLEM OF BEAUTY. 445

n.
Second, we make the world real, i.e., hold it so, do so the

better to live, and none the less delude ourselves. The un-
derlying thought is that life, uncertain and changing as it
is, needs something on which to stay itself; with this it
walks more securely, gains greater confidence. We assume
that what we need exists, and, by a subtle process of self-
deception, transfer some of our experiences into an objective
and supposably unchanging world. As Nietzsche puts it, we
project our conditions of maintenance, and turn them into
predicates of existence.1 We convert trees and stones and
stars into independent realities and feel thereby at ease and
secure. And when science comes with its analysis and
makes us aware that these sensible objects cannot exist just
as they appear, the same feeling and craving leads us to form
(or to acquiesce in the effort of science to form) the idea of
elementary kinds of matter, molecules, atoms, or what not,
that do not have these palpable subjective references. Indeed
practical need plays a large part in determining our beliefs in
general. For example, experience gives us a whole host of
particulars—how shall we get on with them ? If everything
is particular, and nothing like another, how can we know
what to expect and how to act ? Accordingly we classify
the particulars or try to, and, so far as they have points of
resemblance, we make groups of them—we say, this is
the same as that, and reason and act accordingly. But
there is no real identity in the world, and the pure
theoretic instinct never would have invented such a no-
tion : our ordinary reasoning and logic are but a rough

the result of hasty, superficial reasoning—this, though we are without a
single positive idea as to whence the phenomena ultimately come ? Hume
appears to have held a similar view as to the illusorineas of the world,
and for a similar reason. Prof. Norman Kemp Smith makes the follow-
ing happy summary statement : " Hume's argument rests throughout
on the supposition that perishiDg subjective states are the only possible
objects of mind and that it is these perishing states which natural belief
constrains-us to regard as abiding independent existence. Such belief is
obviously, on the above interpretation, sheer illusion and utterly false "
(MIND, April, 1906, pp. 169-170). Cf. also Prof. B. B. Perry's Pretent
Philotophxcal Tendencies, pp. 13&-139. Nietxsche oomes near to justify-
ing the ourrent characterisation of the view as " psyohologism," or I
might even say " biographiam " (if a still more barbarous word may be
allowed), in the following: " Man may stretch out as far as he will with
his knowledge and seem to himself as objective as possible—in the end
l e gets nothing from it but his own biography " (Human, Ail-too-Human,
S613).

' mil to Powtr, § 507.
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446 WILLIAM MACKINTIRE 8ALTER :

rale of thumb.1 It is practical need, not theoretical in-
terest, that determines the common ideas of causality,
substance, subject, ego, being as opposed to becoming, also
the ordinary articles of religious faith and conceptions like
desert and guilt—they are useful to man and society, therefore
we make them valid and true.3 Christianity, Nietzsche ob-
serves, is necessary to most in old Europe now, and a religious
doctrine may be refuted a thousand times, but if necessary,
man will still hold to it3 So valuations of things are neces-
sary to life, and under the workings of similar impulses and
by a similar self-deception we put good and bad into things,
making them intrinsic there, though as matter of fact all
values are of our positing and represent simply conditions of
our self-preservation.

In other words, a large range of belief and even of so-called
" knowledge " has nothing to do with truth and never came
from the search for it4 Nietzsche remarks that those who
urge strictly scientific methods of thinking have the whole
pathos of mankind against them.6 And so far does he go in
sympathy with " mankind " that he is ready to say that if a
choice has to be made between truth and the requirements
of life, the requirements of life should come first. Why may
not illusions be allowed to stand, he virtually asks,—on what

gound do we say that truth has the greater right to be ?
e is the first thinker, to my knowledge, to turn truth itself

into a problem.' He criticises truth for truth's sake as much

> Cf. Will to Power, jjg 423, 516, 610 ; Beyond Good and Evil, § 191.
*Cf. Will to Power, § 497 (as to oausality); § 613 (as to subetanoe,

subject, etc.) ; g 364 (as to religious errors).
• Joyful Science, g 347.
4 Indeed error is so inwrought into the human constitution that when

truth comes into the world, it can hardly live save in combination with
error, being too forceless of itself (Werke, xii., 47, § 86). " As bloom to
the apple, so does falsehood cleave to life" (Ibid., ziv., 269, g 239). In
a sense, error is even the presupposition of knowledge—t.q., we measure
and judge things in general from fictitious standards, such as "being,"
"identity," "substance," "permanence," the "unconditioned"—all
being "logical fictions " (Ibid., xii., 23, § 39; 24, § 4 1 ; 46, g 82; 48, §
89 ; 208, § 442 ; xiv., 29, § 63; 31, g 69 ; Beyond Good and Evil, § 4).
Even when one has discovered error, one is obliged to act according to it
and as if he believed it (Werke, xii., 224, g 284). The false presupposi-
tions are embedded in language and we cannot get rid of them, if we
would (Ibid., xi., 180, § 69 ; The Wanderer and his Shadow, § 11). I
may observe that Nietzsche himself often speaks of sensible phenomena
aa if they were independent realities, quite like the rest of us.

» Will to Power, g 469.
tThe Genealogy of Morals, iii., 24. • The reverence for truth is, he

holds, more or less the result of illusion, i.e., of thinking that the values
which we put into existence are there independently of us.
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as art for art's sake or the good for the good's sake,1 saying
that those who, instead of valuing these things from the
standpoint of life, make them supreme over life, are only
logical as they postulate another world than this one, since
here truth, science at any cost, may be inconsistent with life
and an absolute will to truth may be a hidden will to "death.1
Knowledge (in the strict sense) may actually not be desirable
for most; the world as we picture and conceive it under
the stress of life's needs may De better than the world as it
really iss—our ignorance, even a will to ignorance, may be
expedient for us.4

So keenly does Nietzsche feel all this, that for a moment he
is willing to revise his idea of truth. Wishing to keep the
word in its customary honorific sense, he says, let us agree
to designate as truth what furthers life and elevates the type
of man." As he once puts it paradoxically (mingling the
two meanings of truth in the same sentence), truth is the
kind of error without which a definite type of human being
could not live.' He tries valiantly to keep to this newdefini-
tion.7 And yet the settled uses of languages prove too much
for him and we find him continually relapsing into the ordi-
nary methods of speech. He says time and again that the
necessities of life prove nothing as to truth. Schematising
for purposes of practical control he still specifically dis-

1 Will to Power, § 298.
'Joyful Science, S 344 ; cf. Will to Power, § 608.
»Joyful Science (Preface of 1886), cf. §§ 64, 299, 301, 344; Genealogy,

etc., iii., § 24 ; WM to Power, §§ 683, 698 ("the truth ia ugly") ; Joyful
Science, § 107 (" our final gratitude to artl!).

4 Will to Power j 609. At the same time Nietzsche says this with a
tone of pathos. Cf. " Ah, wo must embrace untruth, and now the errer
becomes lie and the lie a life necessity (Werke, xii., 48, § 87)! "A
question lies heavy on the tongue and does not wish to utter ittielf : can
man consciously hold to untruth, and if he must ia not death prefer-
able " (Human, All-too-Human, § 34) f Nietzsche does not of course mean
that all illusions or errors are beneficial—some may be harmful, even
though they make happy for the time, cf. Will to Potter, §§ 463-464.

• Ibid., § 51; cf. Werke, xii., 209, § 442.
• WUl to Power, § 493 ; cf. Werke (Pock, ed.), VII., xviii ("knowledge

is error that becomes organic and organises "). How far this view corre-
sponds with what is now known as Pragmatism, I leave to others more
competent than myself to say. Prof. B. Berthe'ot says that Nietzsche
did not know the word, but was the first to perceive distinctly a great
part of the ideas so designated to-day (Un romanticism* uiiliiairt, vol. i.,
p. 33; pp. 33-193 of vol. i. are devoted to Nietzsche's theory of know-
ledge,—see however Prof. A. W. Moore's critical comment, Philosophical
Review, Nov., 1912, pp. 707-709).

7 In accordance with it he speaks at times of " creating " truth (Will to
Power, § 662).
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448 WILLIAM MACKINTIRE BAXTER:

tinguishes from knowing.1 Is it really knowing a thing, he
asks, to class it with something else with which one is
already familiar and so find it less strange?—this when both
alike may be unknown, the things we are most familiar with
being sometimes the least known, inasmuch as they, excite
no curiosity and we fancy we know them already.1 Com-
prehending, explaining, understanding—that alone fills ont
Nietzsche's idea of knowing; and classifying, not to say
mathematising, only touches the borders of the subject*
That a belief is convenient, practical, even necessary, proves
nothing as to its standing in foro scientia. The law of
causality, for example, may, like other so-called a priori
truths, be so much a part of us that unbelief in it would
cause our undoing—is it therefore true ? As if truth were
proved by our remaining alive! * The idea of an " ego " may
be indispensable, and for all that be a fiction.6 The ideas of
a given type of being simply prove what is necessary for it,
and the ideas may vary as the types vary. The Euclidean
space may, like our kind of reason, be simply an idiosyncracy
of certain kinds of animals—other kinds might find neces-
sary a space of four dimensions and have a different type of
logic from the human.9 So with valuations. The valuations
of one species, being from the standpoint of its particular
interests, may differ from those of another species, the
interests of which are different; or, if the ruling impulses

> Will to Power, S 516 ; cf. Werkt, xiiL, 02, § 123.
* Joyful 8ci«nee, \ 366; cf. Will to Power, § 479.
* Cf. the distinction involved in Ibid., § 603, where it is said that

tho whole apparatus of so-called knowledge is an apparatus for ab-
stracting and simplifying—its aim being not knowledge proper, but the
aoquiring of control. Practical interpretation is distinguished from ex-
planation in ibid., § 601. Ordinary logic is set down as a falsifying
process, presupposing as it does identical cases : it falsifies [theoretically]
and carries through its [false] point of view [practically]—it does not
proceed from the will to truth (ibid., § 612). It must bo admitted that
Nietzsche does not always hold to this purely theoretic idea of know-
ledge. He says, for instance, in one place, that there is no pure willess
subject of knowledge, only a perspeotivist seeing or knowing (Genealogy,
etc., i\i., § 12); again, that it is a fatal mistake to posit a peculiar impulse
to knowledge, which, without reference to advantage and injury, goer.
blindly after the truth, and then to separate from it the whole world of
practical interests (Will to Power, ij 423). But the inconsistencies here
are perhaps no greater than in his varying language as to "truth ".

4JWd^497
• Ibid., § 483; ef. Beyond Good and Evil, § 4, Werke, xiv., 16, § 24

(where the falsity of a judgment is said to be no objection to it, and that
judgments most false may be the most indispensable).

•Will to Power, $ 616; cf. § 487, Werkt (Pock, ed.), VIII., x.
Nietzsche even makes reflections on the "law of n on-contradiction "
(Will to Povotr, §§ 616-616).
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•vary, differing estimations of ends and means, different inter-
pretations of historical events, different world-perspectives
generally may result.1 It is naive to take man as the
measure of things, either theoretically or practically.8 We
do not know but that some beings might experience time
backwards, or forwards and backwards alternately, whence
would result other directions of life and other conceptions of
cause and effect than those with which we are familiar. It
is a hopeless curiosity, indeed, to wish to see round our
corner, but Nietzsche thinks or hopes that at least we are
modest enough not to claim that our perspective is the only
one. He even says that by reflections such as these the
world becomes infinite to him again, i.e., capable of an
infinite variety of interpretations,—though he has no notion
of worshipping the new infinity, since it may include wndi vine
interpretations as well as the other kind.8 All the interpreta-
tions may be justified relatively to those who make them, and
none have strictly objective warrant. But then the question
arises (and this is the third point):—

III.

Are there any objective things, is there any reality (in the
independent sense) at all ? Nietzsche may have wavered
here at times—in any case his language is not always con-
sistent Still two things stand out with tolerable distinct-
ness. One is, that his very language about falsehood, error,
illusion, indicate that in the background of his mind lurks
the idea of something or other, the knowledge of which
would be truth. Indeed he explicitly says as much—as, for
example, in speaking of the possibility that the " real make-
up " (tuahre Bttohaffenheit) of things may be so harmful to life,
so opposed to its pre-suppositions, that illusion is needed to
make life possible.4 He even uses Kantian and Schopen-
hauerian language at times, speaking of the " intelligible
character" of the world,i.e., the world "seen from within".'
Zarathustra is described as willing to see " the ground of all
things " and the ultimate ground.6 The other thing is the

1 mil to Power, § 667 ; cf. §g 481, 605.
1 Cf. Daicn of Day, § 483; Joyful Science, S 249; Beyond Good and

Evil, § 3 ; Will to Power, % 12 (B).
' Joyful Science, $ 374.
4 Will to Power, § 683 (A).
• Beyond Good and Evil, § 386. In WUl to Poxcer, Sj 616, the question

is raised whether the axioms of logic are adequate to the real or can even
give us the idea of it.

• Zaruthtutra, hi., 1. Cf. Beyond Good ami Evil. $• 12, where the new
psychologist, after putting an end to superstition about the soul and fall-
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practically constant recognition of an original mass or chaos
of sensations. They are indeed our creation, but in response
to stimuli—and the stimuli Nietzsche distinctly does not con-
template as self-generated.1 They do not come from the
outer world as we picture it, for this is an after-product of
the sensations themselves ; all the same we " receive" them,
and Nietzsche is inevitably driven to ask, whence ? *

The idea of reality outside us is thus inexpugnable to him.
What it is, what its constitution, is another matter. It is-
not this familiar world of common sense; it is not the world
of atoms and denatured " forces " of popular science; nor is-
it the world of purely quantitative and mathematical rela-
tions of refined science. Still more, it is not a world of
" thin gs-in-themselves," as this phrase is often bandied about
by philosophical writers who think to refute Kant by show-
ing that the idea of things out of any kind of relation is
absurd ; neither Kant nor any other realist worth mention-
ing has ever meant by independent reality that. Things are
always in relation—and when conceived of (if they oan be
conceived of) as isolated, they are a pure invention of the
mind, an illusion.8 Most emphatically it is not a world of
pure and changeless being such as Schopenhauer dreamed
of. Such " being" is the product of a mind ill at ease with
the change and suffering in the world and conjuring up an
order of things from which such features are absent, i.e., it
is the offspring of subjective need, and Nietzsche distrusts
(at least for his own account) constructions that come from
any other need or impulse than the theoretic or knowing one
itself.* Even moral needs are no safe basis for construction,,
not to speak of the needs of happiness, comfort, or inspiration.61

ing into a new desert and mistrust, is spoken of as at last learning to-
invent, and, who knows ? perhaps to find.

1 Prof. Raoul Riohter (Friednch Nietzscht, Sein Leben und Sein fVerk,
2nd ed., 282) refers to a passage (IVerke, iv., 295, of the original edition),
in which Nietzsche speaks of our not receiving, but ourselves positing,
sense-perceptions. But the perceptions are to be distinguished from the
stimuli (Reize) themselves—the former we produce, but the latter we
receive.

1 Cf. Will to Poioer, £ 669 (the ambiguity in this passage turns about
the term " things," which Nietzsche, as we have already seen, regards as
a subjective fiction ; that we are to a certain extent passive and acted
upon is implied throughout).

' Nietzsohe makes a running fire on both " thing-t-in-thoinselves,"
and " things," sometimes misunderstanding the former himself (Ibid.,
§§ 662-669 ; cf. § 473, Joyful Science, § 364).

4 Cf. Will to Power, §§ 708, 5tt5, 576.
» Cf. the reflections on Kant, Ibid., §410 ; on Hegel, ibid., § 416 ;

on philosophers in general, beyond Good and Enl, § 6, fVill to
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What is left, then ? one may ask. There is evidence that
Nietzsche was for a time in sore perplexity. The very ex-
treme of scepticism and uncertainty as to both metaphysics
and morals is pictured in " The Shadow" in Thus Spake
Zarathustra—Nietzsche had been that shadow and had said
to himself in bitter irony: " Nothing is true, everything is
permitted ".1 There is nothing in things that we have not
put into them, science, too, being this sort of child's play.*
We can conceive only a world that we ourselves have made
—if it appears logical, it is because we have logiciBed it.*
There are no facts, only interpretations ; we cannot fix any
fact in itself—perhaps it is absurd to wish to.* We have no
organ for knowing [in the strict theoretic sense, erkennen],
we know [" unssen, oder glauben oder bilden uns ein] only what
is useful for our human herd or species—and even as to this
utility we only believe, cherish an imagination, and perhaps
a stupid one with which we shall sometime perish.6 Such
are some of the extreme expressions of his despairing mood.
And it must be admitted that along the ordinary lines of
objective search and analysis Nietzsche finds no way of
meeting the scepticism. Though be has the general idea
of objective reality, he cannot give any content to it. Though
he recognises certain primitive data of sensation (or rather of
stimulation), these data are so primitive, so far away from
anything like our actual world in which data and interpreta-
tion are inextricably combined, that they might almost as
properly be designated by an x or an interrogation mark as
the original realities themselves. What Nietzsche really
now does is to view the whole problem from a new angle.
And here I pass to the fourth point:—

Powtr, § 412. As to needs of happiness, comfort and BO forth, see
Ibid., §§ 425, 36, 171-172, 455 ; Beyond Good and Evil, § 210; <?en-
ealogy, etc., i., § 1; iii., (j 24. Nietzsche even says that " t h e desirable "
is a canon without meaning in relation to the world as a totality (Will to
Powtr, §§ 709, 711). Nor are clearness and irrefutableness really stand-
ards of truth ; that clearness should prove truth is perfect childishness
(unclear ideas may be nearer truth) Ibid., § 358 ; as to " irrefutable "
views see ibid., S8 635, 541.

1 Zarathustra, IV., ix.; cf. Genealogy, etc., iii., § 24; in Wi\X io Power,
§ 598, the idea that there is no truth (called the nihilistic belief) is treated
as a sort of recreation for one who is ever struggling for truth and finding
it ugly—with the implication, then, that after the recreation one goes on
in the struggla

' Will to Power, § 606. ' Ibid., §§ 495, 621.
4 Ibid., § 481 ; cf. §§ 603-604 (no fixed datum, everything being fluid,

un-seizable, what comes nearest permanence being our opinions).
» Joyful Science, § 354.
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IV.

Beality as power and will to power. Perhaps some of the
steps by which he reached this conception, were these : (1)
It came over him at times that his fellow-men were different
from things in general. Thorough-going idealism is neces-
sarily aolipsistic. If we (each of us) think that nothing exists
outside our sensations and thoughts, then our fellow-beings
exist only in our sensations and thoughts, *.«., have no in-
dependent being of their own; and though this might not
matter greatly, so far as each other's bodies are concerned,
every one would probably feel that to make his thinking or
feeling dependent upon the thinking and feeling of another
"was absurd—indeed, no clear-headed person will assert that
he feels another's feeling or can, or that another can feel his
(we only reconstruct one another's feelings and feel them in
imagination). Opposed as Nietzsche was in a general way
to the idea of " another world," a " transcendent world," he
came to see that, strictly speaking, other souls were them-
selves another world, a transcendent world, and he makes
Zarathustra say so.1 Once he formally argues the matter :
*' For a single man the [independent] reality of the world
•would be without probability, but for two it becomes pro-
Tjable. That is, the other man is an imagination of ours,
entirely our " will," our " idea " : and we are again the same
in him. But because we know that he deceives himself
•about us [in thinking that we are simply his imagination] and
that we are a reality despite the phantom-picture of us which
"he carries in his head, we conclude that he too is a reality
despite our imagination of him : in short, that realities out-
side us exist."s (2) Another line of reflection came to him:
Although distinguishing absolutely between " t rue" and
•" false' in the world at large is a difficult and perhaps im-
possible thing, setting up an end ourselves and trying to
make thinks go that way is another matter—and yet just
this is what every strong man does to a greater or lesser
extent, indeed what practically every one tries to do.3 The
very arranging, classifying, interpreting, valuing of the world
and of things in it, about the objective validity of which
Nietzsche is in doubt, is an incident to this end. The most
wonderful of all things is not the world in its mystery, or the
truths or values about which we dispute, but what is im-
mediate and best proved, our own willing, valuing, creative

1 Zarathustra; L, iii. ; III., xii., S *; «"-. § 2.
' H'trke, xi., 180, ^ 68. ' Cf. If ill to Poictr, § 605.
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selves.1 The extraordinary turn is accordingly made that the
factor the action of which breeds scepticism as to our pos-
session of objective truth, vie., our will to power, and exercise
of it, IB that about which scepticism is impossible ; the very
changing of things which it works, a change so complete
that we hardly know whether any of the original linea-
ments of things are left, is a proof of its reality.1

Here then is something to start with. Nietzsche feels,
this power in himself and thinks that it is really the bottom:
thing in him ; and as he is not solipsist, he thinks that there:
are similar centres of power in other men. And turning bis-
thought to the world at large, the idea occurs to him,,
may not animals and plants and even insensate things be'
centres of power in varying measures and ways? May
not the world in its real Deing be made up, not of
"things," substances, subjects, egos, atoms, causes and
effects, spatial quantities and movements, but of these
centres of power more or less conflicting and struggling
with one another?8 Each being a will to power seeks
to prevail, and is only prevented by others that want to do
the same; each estimates all that is outside from its own
standpoint, and to the extent it is conscious, builds up a
world accordingly—images, concepts, categories and all; each
is real and its created world is real (at least, till another
centre of power puts an end to one or the other or both), and
this is what and all that reality means.4 The question as to

1 Zarathuttra, I., iii.
* "The ' falseness' in things is to be explained as result of our creativo

force !" (Werke, xiv., 269, 8 39).
'Cf. WM to Power, § 636 (not things, but dynamio quantities, in

relations of tension to one .another, their essence consisting in tho re-
lations, in the mutual interaction). Cf. Prof. August Dorner's happy
statement, "in this actual world thero are no individuals, no species,
and, strictly speaking, also no wills, but only actions and reactions,
centres of action and reaction, and the word ' world' signifies only the
total aspect of these actions " (Ptssimitmvt, Nietztche und Naturalismvjs,
p. 137).

4 Cf. the striking summary paragraph, Will to Power, § 667 : each
centre of force has its perspective for the rest of the world, i.e., its quite
definite valuation, and its way of acting and resisting. The "apparent
world" reduces itself to specific sorts of action proceeding from such
centres. The " world " is only a word for the total play of such actions.
Reality consists in just this particular sort of action and reaction of each
individual to the whole. There hence remains no shadow of right to
speak here of appearance. There is no "other," no "true," no essential
being—therewith would be designated a world without action and reaction.
The contrast between the apparent and the " true " world becomes accord-
ingly a contrast between "world " and " nothing ". Cf. also ibid., § 708
(becoming is not appearance; it is perhaps the world of being that is
appearance).
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the truth of the estimates or images or concepts, save as
it is a question of what each can make good or can success-
fully act by, is irrelevant and without meaning, since estima-
tions, images, concepts only exist in relation to the power
that creates them and seeks to effectuate itself by their aid.
Sensations, or rather the stimuli to which we react with
sensations, become then construable, as a part of the effect
which some outside centre of power makes upon us—it is a
kind of signal that another power is there. By the sensa-
tions, the memories we keep of them and the ordered picture
of the world we draw up, we know a little better how to act
in relation to these unseen friends or foes. It is, however,
only in the initial semi-physical contact that we are in direct,
first-hand relation to them, and our sensations themselves
need not have the slightest resemblance to the original
realities.1

V.

Such is the construction which Nietzsche offers in its most
general terms. It is an hypothesis purely—he so speaks of
it.9 To take it as a dogma is to misconceive it and miss its
value (whatever value it has). It is something to mull over
—and then to accept or no according as it appears to cover
the ground and meet theoretic requirements. (Other require-
ments have to be left out of account by one who takes up the
problem in Nietzsche's spirit.) I shall be content in what
follows if I can make the hypothesis reasonably clear.

In the first place, the " wnl to power " is a theoretic pro-
position. By many it is taken as an ethical standard (and
rather a brutal one) ; but primarily it is with Nietzsche an

1 Cf. Will to Power, § 669. By will Nietzsche means not so much a
fixed entity or faculty, as a moving point—he speaks of " Willent-
Pvnktationen" that continually inorease or lose their power (Ibid.,
§ 715). Again, though a who that feels pleasure and wills power (i.e.,
a single subject) is not necessary, there must be contrasts, oppositions,
and so relative unities (ibid., § 693). When Nietzsche rejects will as
illusion (cf. Beyond Good and Evil, § 19), Prof. Richter remarks that he
has in mind the conteiotuly aiming will conceived as something simple
(op. cit., p. 225). On the other hand, Nietzsche uses will distincuyiin the
sense of something that selects and accomplishes (Will to Power, § 662),
and expressly dissent* from Schopenhauer1* view of the will as desire and
impulse merely—will, he says, deals with ordinary impulses as their
master (ibid., §§ 84, 96, 260, 668). Still he does occasionally speak of
will to power as desire (ibid., § 619). Ultimately it is neither a being or
a becoming, but * pathos—from which a becoming or an action results
(ibid., S 636 ; cf. Werke, xiii., 210, S 483).

1 WUl to Power, § 869.
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analysis or interpretation of reality—a theory as to its last
elements.1 Secondly, it is manifest that it is not merely
power on a physical level that is in his mind; indeed, it may
oe questioned whether the discovery that instincts of power
lie behind a large range of mental operations and also play
an important part in the varying moralities of men, did not
contribute as much to the formulation of Nietzshe's doctrine
as anything else. Further, the view is relatively new in his
intellectual niBtory. It is, in a sense, a metaphysical view and
stands in contrast with the purely critical and positivistic atti-
tude of his middle period. Then he had spoken of the idea
that will is the essence of things as " primitive mythology; " 8

now he is ready to argue from analogy, and frankly takes
man as his starting-point.2 One might almost call it a
return to the metaphysics of his first period, except that
now he is less assured of the subjectivity of space and time
(time at least he asserts to be objective) and the will is many,
not one—the Primal Will (JJrwMe), that eases itself of its
pain by looking at itself objectively and so creating the
world, being left out of account. The view might be de-
scribed as Pluralistic Voluntarism.4 The question of the

1 Nietzsche's projected book had originally as its full title Der Wille zur
Macht, eine AuiUgvng alles Oetehehens (frerke, Pock, ed., IX., ziii.).

' I am compelled to borrow here from Riehl (op. eit., p. 60). Indeed
Nietzsche still aaya that the view that every object seen from within is a
subject, belongs to the past (Will to Power, § Vli.; he probably means a
conscious subject, or else uses subject in the technical sense already oriti-
eised). On the other hand, in Ibid., § 668, he speaks of "thinking,
feeling, willing in all that lives,"and in Zarathustra, IV., xi., he comes
sear popular animism in speaking of the pine tree as reaching after
power, commanding, victorious, etc.—though the language is poetical.

» Will to Power, § 619.
4 Julius Bahnsen, an early follower of Schopenhauer, seems to have

had a similar view, reality being taken by him as " a living antagonism of
mutually crossing forces or acts of will (Der Widertprueh, i., 436). The
term "Voluntarism," Rudolf Eisler says, was first used by Ferdinand
TOnnies in 1883, Paulsen in 1892 having brought it into currenoy (zur
Oeltung); cf. Risler's Wdrterbuch der philosophiseheii Begriffc, art., " Vo-
luntarismus ". Wundt's view, as stated by Prof. O. KOlpe (Die Philoso-
phic der Oegenwart in Deuttehland, 3rd. ed., pp. 102-103), and also the
reasoning by which he arrives at it, are in general like Nietzsche's : " All
ideas (VorstcUvngen) of object* rest on an effect that the will experi-
ences ; it suffers in that it is affected, and it is [in turn] active in that the
suffering stirs it to an idea-producing activity. The object, however, that
affects the ego is in itself unknown. We can only infer from our experi-
ence that what causesi (itrregt) suffering must itself be acting. Since
there is absolutely no other activity known to us than that of our
will, we can trace our suffering back only to some foreign will, and
so what happens in general to the reciprocal action of different wills.
The world may therefore be interpreted as the totality of will-activities,
which in the course of their determination of one another . . . come to
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origin of the many wills is not even raised—so that, if Scho-
penhauer's system is metaphysics in the second or highest
degree, Nietzschtf's is so only in the first;' still it is meta-
physics so far as this means a transcending of experience
and the phenomenal realm in general. Certain positivist
writers regard Nietzsche as going backward—reversing in
his procedure Comte's law of the three stages.'

The starting point is, as I have said, man. The bottom
thing in him is his impulsive, willing nature. Each impulse,
indeed, would rule if it could—the human problem being k>
establish an order of rank or precedence between them.
Mind itself is of a commanding nature—wants to rule.*
Philosophy, which seeks to arrange, grasp, comprehend the
world and establish values in it, is the most sublimated form
of the will to power.4 One who thinks that philosophy has
nothing to do with power should grapple with a philosophical
problem, or with Nietzsche himself—and he will soon see
whether power is needed. Nietzsche regards the philosopher
as pre-eminently an establisher of values. The scientific
specialist is a tool—a precious one, one of the most precious
that exists; but his place is in the hands of one more power-
ful than he, who uses him—the philosopher. The philo-
sopher is the Cfflsarian trainer and strong man of culture. ̂
The saint is interpreted in similar terms. He is commonly
thought to turn his back on power, but he is a supreme type
of power, and of the will to it, according to Nietzsche. He
is revered by the mightiest—why? Because, Nietzsche
answers, they feel in presence of one of their own kind—
whose power, however, turns inward rather than outward."
Even love is an exercise of power, to Nietzsche—it gives the
highest feeling of power ; and Jesus, in telling his disciples
to call no one master, really recommended a very proud life
under the form of a poor and serving one.7 Nietzsche thinks
that the sense of power is what in varying form we all crave,
that the love of power is a central, universal instinct: he
defines psychology as a doctrine of the development of the
will to power and of the forms it takes.8 Such is his analysis
of human nature.

arrange themselves in a developmental series of will-unities of varied
content."

1 This is the distinction made by Richter, op. cit., 283.
'Zoceoli, Lasserre and others, as reported by Miigge, Frudrieh

Nietzsche: Hit Life and Work (3rd. ed.), p. 316.
' Beyond Good and Evil, gg 6, 230. * Ibid., §89, 211.
s Ibid., g 207. • Cf. ibid., 8 5L ' WUl to Power, g§ 176,169.
8 " Morphologie and Entwioklungslehre des Willens zur Macht"

(Beyond Good and Evil, g 23).
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Bat the driving force in us, Nietzsche thinks he sees traces
of, though in simpler form, in the lower ranges of Ufa In-
deed in us it is something more elemental than conscious
choice or than consciousness itself. It become* conscious on
occasion, bat itself lies deeper, and in a more or less uncon-
scious form Nietzsche imagines that it exists in animals and
plants, and indeed wherever there is activity.1 He does not
attempt to demonstrate this inference—he attempts no de-
monstration even of the primacy of will in man, he has not
unsaid his old criticism of Schopenhauer to the effect that
we have no real first-hand knowledge of will: * it is all,
whether as regards man or as regards lower beings, hypo-
thesis, a view without pretence to certainty, speculation, as
perhaps any kind of metaphysics mast be.

VI.

Let me give the interpretation in still further detail—be-
ginning with the lowest forms of existence.' Physical mo-
tion, for example, is a subjective phenomenon—an alteration
in oar sensations : the reality in the case is a change in the
relations of two or more centres of power—a change that is

1 If we bear this in mind, we may to a oertain extent explain Nietzsche's
apparently contradictory views as to the place of oonsoious will in man
(and in the world in general). He uses " will" sometimes in the sense
of conscious will, in which sense it is not universal or elementary (ef.
Dawn of Day, § 124), but again as practically identical with natural
forces, the urge and inner ground of all life and activity. Consciousness
has little part in physiological adaptations and organisation—it is a fitful,
broken, atomistio thing at best and more a resultant than a cause (ef.
WAX to Power, §§ 523, 526). It comes when there is need of it, and is
used by forces that may in turn dispense with it when it has done its
work. It is these deeper forces that are will proper (i.e., something
commanding, imperative, bent on rule), the same in nature as in man.
I do not mean that considerations of this course meet all difficulties:
some of his contradictions are perhaps incapable of resolution, e.g., that
between a mechanistic and a teleological view of life. Nietzsche is now
inclined in one way and now in another (ef. Werke, xiv., 353, § 215, with
B-.yond Good and Evil, § 36 ; Werke, xiii., 170, § 392 ; Will to Power,
§ 712 .̂ Still hi} drift as a whole, and indeed the particular significance
of his doctrine of will to power, are anti-mechanistic. In ibid.,
§712, he almost suggests the BergsoDian view, "Absolute exclusion of
mechanism and matter : both only forms of expression for the lower
stages, the least spiritual shape that the will to power takes" ("die
entgeistigste Form des Affekta, des ' Willens rur Macht'"). Had
Nietzsche lived, he might have produced an artioulated view to this
effect.

'He rather reasserts it (ibid., §§ 475-478). Bichter, op. cit., 274,
comment* on the difficulty presented by these varying views.

' Cf. the language of ibid., g 712.
SO
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symbolically revealed to us, bemg translated into the sign-
language of eye and touch.1 The world of mechanics in
general is sign-language [unmeaning and unexistent apart
from us or beings like us] for will-quanta struggling with
one another, some perhaps temporarily overcoming [which
are real, quite independent of us}1 The unintelligible forces,
attractions and repulsions that physicists speak of now get
some meaning, construed as kindred impulses in ourselves ;
they reach out to control or they repel foreign control much
as we do.1 The same may be said of chemical action and
reaction, which are always of a specific character—the ele-
ment of preference or choice (according to the nature of the
elements in question) cannot be left out of account in ex-
plaining them.4 " Qualities " are the expression [sensations
in us] of definite kinds of action and reaction, and Nietzsche
suggests that quantity may be the outcome of quality (of the
objective counterpart of quality)—the centre of power wish-
ing to become more, to grow, to attain greater size.6 Caus-
ality appears in a new light. How, we ask, can two contrasted
things, such as mind or will in us and an object outside us,
affect one another ? Nietzsche's view makes them funda-
mentally alike—will acts on will everywhere, not on some-
thing foreign to it.9 Moreover, causality is not so much a
relation of succession, as a working in and upon one another
of two powers or wills, with its natural and inevitable result,
either of a compromise, or of conquest on one side and sub-
jection on the other. There is no cause and effect in the
sense of an antecedent and consequent, nor is there a trans-
ference of energy from one thing to another, but rather a
measuring up of forces against one another and a result—
and this is wny cause and effect, as ordinarily conceived, are
rated a fiction, equally with " substance," " atom " and the
rest.7 Further, the ordinary idea of causality is of an un-
ending process of change: an effect once reached becomes
the cause of another effect and so on. But why, Nietzsche
asks, need this be so, why might not a state once reached

1 Will to Poxcer, S§ 625, 634, 689 (motion eiiie Bilderredt, mechanics
tint. blos*e Stmiotikj.

«Ibid., !$ 68i). 3 Ibid., § 619. 4 Ibid., § 836.
»Ibid., § 664. gsj 563 and 565 derive quality from differences of

quantity—an apparent contradiction, only obviated in case "qual i ty"
here signifies something different, namely a more or less {esthetic valua-
tion, a human idiosyncracy. It must be remembered that Will to Power
is made up of nutes nnd memoranda merely, and that these are arranged,
and more or less arbitrarily arranged, by the compiler.

• Beyond Good aiul Eril, § 30 ; Will to Poictr, $$ 490, 554, 658.
7 Ibid., SjSj 631, 338, 617.
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continue indefinitely, why would not the impulse of self-
preservation itself tend that way—why, nnlesB aside from
self-preservation, there is an instinct in every living thing
to he more and greater, to expand and enlarge itself, in
short an instinct for power and domination ?1

Peculiarly interesting is the revision of biological notions
that ensues. Mere self-preservation is not the life-instinct
proper.1 The will of living creatures is a special case of will
to power. It is a will, however, not only to dominate (this
all power strives for), but to dominate by incorporating, by
making the foreign substance of power an integral, though
subordinate, part of itself.* This is manifest in hunger and
the over acts of seizure—the living thing perhaps takes more
than it can actually appropriate4 Exploiting, stealing be-
longs thus to its nature. Accordingly life is radically
misconceived when it is taken as mere adaptation to en-
vironment ; " adaptation " is something secondary—is re-
action, while life is action, activity itself (self-activity, one
might say, though Nietzsche does not use the phrase—he
does say " spontaneous " activity)—activity positive, ag-
gressing, an " attacking, encroaching, freshly-interpreting,
freshly-directing and shaping " force.5 To be controlled by
outer conditions, or mere accommodation to them, is, for
Nietzsche, a sign of decadence—he thinks that Darwin and
Spencer both overvalue outer conditions in their view of
life.* Indeed, as he conceives the matter, life wants oppos-
ing outside forces—wants them to feel its power over them.
In this way he interprets the pseudopodia of lower forms of
life : the living substance is reaching out after something on
whioh to expend its power, and appropriation is merely the con-
sequence.7 And when it takes in more than it can really

1 Will to Power, § 688.
1 Btyond Good and Evil, § 13 ; Will to Power, §§ 650-651.
'Ibxd., §681.
4 Hunger to merely replace what has been lost Nietzsche puts in a

secondary place (ibid., §§ 651-652, 656).
• Genealogy, etc., ii., § 12.
'Cf. Will to Power, SS 44, 49, 70, 71, 681; Werke, xiv., 215, §S 432-

433 ; Will to Power, § 647. This does not mean that Nietzsche did not
recognise the influence of environment—cf. as to the shaping of races,
Werke, xiv., 233, § 787. All the same, "the psychology of these M.
Flauberts is in summa false : they see always simply the action of the
outer world and the ego being formed (quite as Taine 7),—they know
only the weak in will, in whom desire takes the place of will (ibid.,
xiv., 199, § 391). Again, "The theory of environment, now the Parisian
theory par excellence, is itself a proof of a fateful dUgregation of person-
ality r' (ibid., xiv., 215, S 434). Cf. Doraer's comment, op. cit., p. 139.

' Will to Poxoer, §§ 656, 702, 694.
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control it proceeds to divide itself—as two, it can still con-
trol. There is, however, no " altruism " in the process. As
" nourishment" is something secondary, the original impulse
being simply the will to close in on whatever is at hand, so
self-division or propagation is equally derived—where one
will does not suffice to organise what has been appropriated,
another arises.1 Structure, organisation, is another result:
it is necessary to the end of disposing of what has been ap-
propriated—its meaning is in arranging, ordering, putting
in place to the end of dominance and use.3 Incident to all
life is power that commands and power that obeys—what-
ever does not command must obey, i.e., be used, become
subservient.8 Here is the foundation for the distinction
between means and end in an organism. The superior
power overcomes the lesser, incorporates it, gives it its
place, making it a means to its own end.4 Hence the de-
finition of an organ—something that would otherwise be
independent is turned into a means, an instrumentality.
For example, something that happens to be more or less
suitable becomes an eye for the organism, something else
a foot or hand, something else still apparatus for digestion
and so on ; they may not have been formed for these pur-
poses, but the superior power turns them to account in these
ways,' just as one man may make others his slaves or as the
state may convert this or that individual into a tool or agent."
Wherever we find a thing that serves a purpose and ia use-
ful, " a will to power has made itself master of something
less powerful, and of its own motion has stamped the mean-
ing of a function upon it ".7

1 Will to Power, |j§ 653-657. In ibid., § 680, the sexual instinct is
viewed as an expression of the strength or power of an individual, his
maximal expression of power (rather than simply aa a necessity for the
race), which is superficially inconsistent with the view of propagation as
the result of limited power in ibid., S 654.

* Ibid., § 642. »Ibid., § 492 ; cf. Zaraihuttra, II., xii.
* Will to Powtr, § 652.
* Nietssohe says as against Darwinism that the utility of an organ does

not explain its rise, for, during the greater part of the time it was form-
ing, it may not have tended to preserve the individual or been useful to
him, least of all in the struggle with outer conditions and enemies,
ibid., § 647; cf. Genealogy, etc., ii., § 12, where it is explained that
the origin of a thing may have nothing to do with the use to which it is
put by a superior power.

* There is no mechanical necessity in the relation of the parts of an
organism—much may be commanded that cannot be fully performed :
hence strain, e.g., of the stomach (Wf.rke, xiii., 170, § 392; cf. 172,
§ 394,).

7 Genealogy, etc., ii., § 12 (this holds good of a legal institution, a social
custom, a political practice, a religious form, or as eye or a hand).
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NIETZSCHE ON THE PROBLEM OP BBAIJTT. 461

If we do not read the organic world in terms of power,
<.«., of controller and controlled, of master and servant, there
is little sense in speaking of organs, functions. All language
about the " meaning" of a thing implies that a superior
power has given it a meaning, *.«.,• got control of it and
assigned it a place in relation to its own ends. As already
said, this meaning may have nothing to do with its origin
or essence—a thing may in the course of time have various
meanings, depending on the nature of the power that gets
control of it. Accordingly, the " evolution" of a thing
(whether an organ of a body or a custom of society) is by
no means necessarily progress toward a goal prefigured in
its nature, still less a logical movement along the shortest
lines and accomplished with the least expenditure of force,
but rather a succession of processes of subjugation which it
undergoes, the changes going more or less deep and having
no necessary connexion with one another—to which may be
added its own resistances, attempts at change of form in
self-defence and any successes it may win. The form [of
the organ or custom] changes, flows, and the "meaning,"
purpose, still more so. Even in an individual organism, it
is not otherwise: with every essential growth of the whole,
the " meaning" of single parts shifts also—under given
conditions, a partial perishing of some, a reduction in the
number of others (for example, an elimination of inter-
mediate organs) may be proof of the growing power and
perfection of the whole In other words, degeneration,
losing of meaning and purpose, or death, may belong to
the conditions of actual progress—something that ever ap-
pears in the form of a will and way to greater power and is
accomplished at the expense of numberless lesser powers.
The greatness of an advance may, indeed, be measured by
the amount of what is sacrificed to i t For example, the
mass of mankind sacrificed to the growth of a single, higher,
stronger species of man—that would be an advance.1

This relation of controller and controlled in any form of
organic life involves what Nietzsche calls an order of rank
{Rangordmmg). It is a conception that plays a great part
in his social speculations; but it originates in the general
biological field.* The human body itself involves an order
of rank ; there are higher and lower in it, ends and means—
it is teleologically constituted, though the teleology comes
not from God or from a vague thing^ called Nature, but is
established by the supreme controlling force in the body

1 Qtiusalogy, ii., § 12. ' Will to Povtr, § 662.
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462 WILLIAM MACKINTIBE 8ALTER :

itself: Nietzsche speaks of the " lower world " there and
of " the higher functions and functionaries for ruling,
anticipating, predetermining," — for "our organism is ou-
garchically arranged ".1 The mind is a part of the ruling,
determining forces, and an instrument for accomplishing
that on which they are bent. Every centre of power in a
sense measures and estimates other power outside it, but
when this is done in clear consciousness, the measuring may
be surer and more effective.1 In the development of mind
and consciousness, the need of communication between those
with common interests plays an important part. Mind grows
in intercourse and with reference to the needs of intercourse
—hence indeed the limitations of consciousness as well: we
see the general, the communicable with greater distinctness
than the altogether individual and specific (i.e., our indi-
vidual experience, which may be incommunicable).8 But
consciousness is not an end in itself, but a means to the
heightening of power.4 Nietzsche even suggests that there
may be an oligarchy in the mind itself, there being not
necessarily one subject there, as we commonly think, but
several, the play and struggle between them making the
hidden basis of our thinking and consciousness—or, to use
the physical terms, that there may be an aristocracy of cells,
with vassals more or less obedient."

Nietzsche has interesting reflections on will to power as
involving pleasure and pam—pleasure resting on the in-
crease of power, pain consisting in the feeling of weakness •—
but I must merely refer to them.

i Genealogy, etc., ii., § 1.
• On oonsoiousoess as a tool, cf. Will to Power, Kg 643-644, 646.
• Joyful Science, § 364 ; ef. Will to Power, §§ 569, 524.
• Ibid., § 711, "not 'increase of consciousness,' but heightening of

power is the end," which may possibly be directed against Fouillee, who
also put will at the basis of things, but " will for consciousness," ac-
cording to A. Lalande (Philosophical Rtvitw, May, 1912, p. 204).

» WM to Power, 490, 492.
'Ibid., § 693, cf. §8 428, 657, 670. Pleasure rests on pain, being

the sense of an obstacle overcome. If the pleasure is to be great,
the pain must be long, the tension of the bow extreme (ibid., § 658;
cf- §§ 661, 694, 699—pain, while different from pleasure, is uot Just
its opposite). Henoe in will to pleasure is involved will to pain (ibid.,
§ 695). Nietxsche also emphasises the intellectual element in pleasure
and pain in general (ibid., §§ 490, 505, 669); he even goes so far as to
say, ''in itself there is no pain" (ibid., § 699). Schopenhauer had as-
serted the relativity of pain, but to the will (not necessarily to the
intellect). Nietzsche does not think that pleasure and pain cause any-
thing, they being merely accompaniments [of reactive processes] (ibid., §
478). In accordance with this general view of the nature and necessity of
pain, is a remark to the effect that the simple unsatisfactinn of our im-
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Will to power also lies behind thought or philosophy,
as already explained. It too is a kind of appropriation,
mastery. Thinking is only a sublimated action of the same
forces manifested in the amoeba. Man seeks to turn all that
is into something like himself, to make it thinkable, visible,
feelable—he subjects it to categories and turns it into his
own substance, as the amoeba does foreign material into
its own body.1

There is only one higher expression of the will to power
and that is in the saint (in the nobler meaning of the
term), the hero-saint, who does not turn his back on the
world, but impresses the image of his highest thought upon
it and transforms it—who knows, thinks, only to love and
in love to act, to create.1

So does Nietzsche interpret the whole gamut of things in
in terms of power and will to it.

pulses (hunger, sex, or the impulse to move) contains nothing to lower
our pitch—works rather to stimulate us {ibid., §§ 697, 702). There are two
kinds of pain, one that act* as a stimulus to the sense of power, another
that arises after the expenditure of power; and to these correspond two
kinds of pleasure, one suoh as we have in going to sleep in a state of
exhaustion, the other being the pleasure of viotory (ibid., § 703).

1 Zarathustra, IL, i i , ef. xii. ; Will to Power, S§ 501, 510-511.
Nietiache speaks of "thinking" [i.e., the equivalent of our thinking] in
the pre-organio world as an enforcing of forms, as in the case of the
crystal. In our thinking the essential thing is the putting of new ma-
terial into old schemata ( = Procrustes bed), equalising the new (ibid.,
§ 499).

•C/. Nietesche's own statement: "To become artist (creating), saint
gloving) and philosopher (knowing) in one person—my practical aim "
(Werke, xii., 213, § 448). The passage is perhaps reminiscent of his
early aspiration, but this changed in form more than in substance. He
does indeed Bay in Bcee Homo (Pref. § 2), that he is a disciple of Diony-
sus and would rather be a satyr than a saint, but he means by " saint"
here one who turns his back on life. Even asceticism Nietische did not
altogether discountenance, but the sort he favoured was in the interests
of life, not against it. Those whom he regards as the supreme type of
men practise this kind of asceticism and find their pleasure in it (Th« Anti-
chrittian, § 57). In speaking of the future " lords of the earth " (who
are to replace God for men and win the unconditional oonfiaeuoe of the
ruled), he emphasizes first "their new sanctity (Feiligkeit), their re-
nunciation of happiness and comfort " ( Werke, Pock, ed., viL, 486, § 3tt).
Purity and renunciation (of some kind) are the essential elements in the
concept of the saint (ef. the sympathetic! portrayal of the saint as repre-
senting the highest instinct of purity in Beyond Oood and Evil, § 271,
also Genealogy, etc., i., § 6).
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